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Visual discrimination behavior in galago and
owl monkey'

Two nocturnal primates, galago and owl monkey, were
inferior to rhesus monkeys in ability to detect small differ-
ences in brightness. Neither was able to learn a red-green
discrimination. Although galagos did somewhat better than
owl monkeys on pattern discriminations, both species were
inferior to rhesus monkeys .

This report deals with the ability of two nocturnal
animals, the South American owl monkey (Rotes tri-
virgatus) and the African greater galago (Galago
crassicaudatus), to learn visual discriminations based
on differences in brightness, color, and pattern . The
performance of these relatively primitive members
of the primate order is compared with that of a
higher primate, the rhesus monkey .
Method
Ss were two galagos, four owl monkeys (two of

which died before the tests had been completed),
and two rhesus monkeys . All of the animals were
young, adult males . Only the owl monkeys were wild-
born. Mean weights at the start of the experiment
were: rhesus monkeys-1800 g ; galagos-900 g; owl
monkeys-750 g .

Apparatus consisted of a test cage, 14 x 10 x 10 in .
high, with a two-choice visual discrimination panel
on one wall . Visual stimuli were presented by means
of multiple stimulus projectors, containing 12 small
light bulbs (GE No. 1813) mounted on the back of
the panel. The apertures through which the animal
viewed the stimuli were 1-1/4 in. in diameter, and
they were separated by 7 in ., center to center . Three-
quarters of an inch beneath each aperture was a
lever that could be depressed by a force of 30 g .
The animal indicated its choice by pressing the lever
beneath the appropriate stimulus . Programming of
stimuli and recording of responses were carried
out automatically .

Animals were on a 24-h food deprivation schedule
and they received a single test session, consisting
of 200 trials, each day . Reward consisted of 190 mg
banana-flavored pellets . All testing was done in a
darkened, sound-deadened chamber. Stimuli to be
discriminated were presented simultaneously and
they remained visible indefinitely until the animal
responded, but each response was followed by a
7-sec intertrial delay . A noncorrection procedure
was used, and the correct stimulus shifted randomly
from side to side. However, if the animal pressed
the same lever more than four times in succession,
the correct stimulus appeared on the opposite side
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on the next trial and continued to appear there until
the animal had made two successive presses on that
side. In this way, the formation of position habits
was discouraged . The learning criterion was 45/50
correct in any one quarter of the 200-trial test
session. Trials on a particular problem were dis-
continued if the animal completed 2000 trials with-
out meeting criterion .

During the preliminary training, the animal learned
to press at a panel that contained only one lever,
but the two-choice panel was substituted as soon
as the bar pressing habit had been acquired . Food
could then be obtained by pressing either lever and
both panels were identically illuminated . Training
was continued until the animal had received approxi-
mately 50 reinforcements on each lever . For an
animal . that did not alternate spontaneously from
one lever to the other, reinforcement was made
available only if the nonpreferred lever was pressed,
and thus spontaneous side preferences were readily
eliminated before the discrimination trials began .

Brightness Discrimination with white lights . Ten
problems of increasing difficulty were given . On the
first, the animals had to discriminate between light
and no light but, on subsequent problems, the cor-
rect stimulus was always the brighter of two lights .
This stimulus remained unchanged throughout the
series, and the brightness of the incorrect stimulus
was varied by means of Wratten neutral density
filters . The log values of the filters are shown in
Fig. 1, along with the estimated percentages of light
transmitted . If the animal failed to meet criterion
on any discrimination in this series, succeeding prob-
lems were not run .

Color Discrimination . This was a red-green dis-
crimination on which red was correct . Neutral density
filters were used to alter the brightness of the six
individual bulbs in each projector . In addition, the
number of bulbs lit behind each colored stimulus on
a single trial varied between one and six ; in this
way, brightness was made to vary over a sufficiently
wide range (2 .5 log units) that it could not serve as
a learning cue .

Pattern Discrimination . Three problems were pre-
sented and the stimuli are shown in Fig . 2 . Stimuli
were outlined in white on a black background and
each was lit by a single bulb .
Results and Discussion

Brightness . Figure 1 lists incorrect stimuli and
trials to criterion for each of the 10 problems in
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Fig. 1 . Brightness discrimination series .

the series . All three species learned to make bright-
ness discriminations, but they differed with respect
to how different the stimuli had to be for learning
to occur . Only the two rhesus monkeys learned the
full set of problems . Of the lower primates, only
one, an owl monkey, approached the performance of
the rhesus monkeys . This animal failed on the ninth
problem, but the other owl monkeys failed on the
fourth, sixth, and seventh problems, respectively .
Both galagos failed on the seventh problem . Silver
(1966) has reported that, in a situation in which the
animal had to detect the position of a single light,
the threshold sensitivity of a single galago S was
approximately equal to that of a human . However,
it would appear from the present data that the ability
of this species to discriminate brightness difference
does not equal that of the rhesus monkey, although
it is similar to that of another nocturnal primate,
the owl monkey .

Color . Only the two rhesus monkeys learned the
red-green discrimination, and they did so in 100 and
200 trials, respectively . Neither the galagos nor the
owl monkeys learned the red-green discrimination
within the 2000-trial limit. At the time the experi-
ment was initiated, there was a question of whether
the owl monkey possessed a few cones in an other-
wise all-rod retina (see Jones, 1965, for a review),
and it therefore seemed pertinent to look for behav-
ioral evidence of color vision . Subsequently, two
papers by Jones appeared which are relevant to this
point. In one study (Jones, 1965), no cones were
detected by light microscopy . In the second (Jones,
1966), physiological evidence for more than one re-
ceptor type was found in the spectral sensitivity
of neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus . How-
ever, because these spectral sensitivity curves were
broad compared to those of monkeys known to pos-
sess color vision, Jones concluded that the owl monkey
may be a monochromat nonetheless . The present
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Fig. 2 . Pattern discrimination series .

findings, then, add behavioral support to such argu-
ments. Similarly, the inability of the galagos to learn
the red-green discrimination is in accord with recent
anatomical and electrophysiological evidence that this
species, too, lacks color receptors (Dartnall et al,
1965) .

Pattern . Figure 2 shows trials to criterion and
errors on the three pattern discrimination problems .
Although they took longer and made more errors
than the rhesus monkeys, both galagos and one of
the two surviving owl monkeys learned the three
discriminations . The behavior of the galagos is of
special interest because they, along with other pro-
simians, are considered poor learners . Jolly (1964),
for example, was unable to overcome persistent po-
sition habits in an experiment on object discrimination
learning in prosimians . Yet, as the present results
show, with appropriate training procedures galagos
learn complex visual discriminations readily . They
may, in fact, be superior to owl monkeys in this
regard, although further work would be needed to
establish this point .
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